Senior Cloud Backend Developer

Mobileye changes the way we drive, from preventing accident to semi and full autonomous vehicle. If you are excellent, bright, hands on person with passion to make a difference come to lead the revolution!

We are looking for an exceptional cloud backend developer to join our team. The team is building a state of the art cloud infrastructure for cutting edge automotive and mapping industry.

What will YOU do?

- Design and implementation of our cloud based applications.
- Design and develop software components for high availability and high performance cloud solutions.
- Develop robust designs that encompass open-source and commercial products apps development.
- Implement and maintain custom RESTful Web services exchanging large quantities of data.

Desired Background

- Bachelor's degree in Computer Science/ Software Engineering.
- At least 4 years of experience in complex software systems engineering- Must
- Experience in working with distributed environments- Must
- Have a good working knowledge in one of main cloud providers such as AWS, Azure etc.- Must
- Expert programming skill in at least one of NodeJS and/or Python.
- Experience with the latest technology stack such as Docker/Kafka/Elasticsearch/Orchestration tools etc.- Advantage
- Experience with Spark/PySpark is a big plus.
- Experience with both NoSQL and SQL databases.

Preferred Qualifications

- Be hands on, motivated, self-starter and self-learner. Must understand the entire technology stack.

- Ability to work under pressure

Location Jerusalem

Apply Here